COMPLETE GUIDE

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
IOT PLATFORM

Your Digital Transformation Partner
Founded in 2013 by a team of veterans in the industrial automation and software development
industry, WolkAbout is one of the pioneering Industrial Internet of Things companies.
Our innovative spirit, deep industry insights and unmatched IoT technology expertise are the
foundation of everything we do. We’ve built a complete IoT AEP platform and user-friendly tools to
allow system integrators, product and service providers to develop and rapidly bring industrial-grade
IoT applications to market.
With 50+ employees and 8 centres globally, WolkAbout is simplifying digital transformation journeys
worldwide!
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Introduction
If you are reading this white paper, you are probably about to venture on your digital
transformation journey. However, with such an extensive choice of various IoT technologies,
this endeavour can get pretty complex.

Where to Start?
To begin your journey, you need a way to
facilitate communication and data flow
between hardware and applications. This is
where IoT application enablement platform
comes in. It is a core technology that enables
you to manage your devices, users and data
in a scalable and reliable way.
Not going the “IoT platform” route often leads
to siloed solutions. The reason is that they
solve many problems which require significant
investment and specialised know-how.

Thinking Outside the
Box
If you are an industry professional, you need
to focus on choosing a platform that is built
according to industrial requirements and
adapted to your particular application and
ecosystem.
In this white paper, we will answer some of
the most frequent questions you might have
during your decision-making process. We will
do our best to introduce you to all the
functionalities of an IoT platform that will
make your digital journey an easy ride.

But, is every platform an IoT platform
and do all of them do the same thing? Of
course not. With such a massive and
confusing landscape, it’s no wonder why
picking the appropriate one can seem tough.
A decision might suit immediate needs but be
the wrong choice for what lies ahead.

This white paper is your checklist. Enjoy the
ride!

This is why the first and a crucial step you
need to make is to craft the right strategy and
choose the IoT platform that meets your
unique business needs.
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QUESTION #1

What kind of devices and systems can I connect
to the IoT platform?
Want to doom your digitalisation to almost certain failure? One way to do this is to use proprietary
software in which adding every new type of device is regarded as a new project which lasts for
weeks, even months. Or even worse, use different software for every device type you are connecting.
Leading solutions use a single platform for all sensors and gateways, regardless of the make, model,
manufacturer, or industry. As a result, they can automate the entire process and track performance
indicators against a common baseline.
With this in mind, your IoT platform shouldn’t be limited to specific types of devices, protocols or
data structures. In other words, it should be both device and connectivity agnostic.
To clarify further, we outlined a few questions you need to ask when evaluating your IoT platform
capability:
Which type of device connectivity is supported?
Your IoT platform should allow interoperability between multiple connectivity technologies:

Tradition cellular

2G 3G 4G 5G

Cellular LPWA
Non-cellular LPWA
Satellite
WLAN
Wired LAN
Non-IP wireless
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Does the IoT platform support gateways?
A gateway comes useful whenever your endpoints aren’t capable of direct cloud communication.
You need to choose an IoT platform that supports this specialised type of devices because they
serve as access points for non-IP-enabled sensors, machines and PLCs.
How flexible is the IoT platform for legacy architecture?
Except for state-of-the-art facilities built in the past few years, most of the factories continue to
depend on the systems that may be decades old. Because complete rip-and-replace would be too
costly and unwise, companies tend to turn to retrofitting with edge gateways and/or smart sensors.
If this is your case, you need to invest in the platform that brings connectivity to legacy machines
and tools. By fitting them with a simple gateway mechanism, the devices developed pre-IoT
connectivity can collect data and send it to the IoT platform. In this way, you can tap into data
anytime and anywhere and make sure you have full control over your assets.
Which messaging and industrial protocols can be used?
If an IoT platform is the core of your solution, then protocols are the communication languages.
Just as new use cases are cropping up within the IoT industry, fit-for-purpose IoT protocols for their
deployment are emerging along the way. What is really needed is to pick the protocol that best suits
your business needs and requirements (security demands, quality of service, memory and power
consumption) and to lean on the platform which supports it.
Ideally, your loT platform will support protocols such as MQTT, CoAP, AMQP, HTTP as well as
legacy communication protocols mainly used for industrial automation processes such as Modbus
TCP, Modbus RTU, Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT, CAN, OPC-UA.
How do I scale to new systems and device types if my requirements change in the future?
As your business grows, so do your requirements. So, the connectivity between things should work,
no matter which hardware is used. Through agnostic architecture, your IoT platform will provide
interoperability and a future-proof guarantee that new protocols will be supported and easily
integrated. Competitive advantage can be achieved by a broad set of tools that promote
interoperability throughout the IoT solution and among a heterogeneous mix of devices.
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QUESTION #2

Which deployment options are available?
Some companies may strive for a cloud-based deployment option to achieve higher efficiency. At
the same time, others demand an on-premises deployment to keep the entire system under their
control. No matter which organisation you belong to, you need to choose an IoT platform that suits
your business needs.
In its core, your IoT platform should offer the following deployment options:

Private Cloud

Public Cloud

Multi-layered hybrid

On-premises

Deploy your platform on-premises for maximum control or in the cloud for fast time to value, and
then scale from a single virtual machine to enterprise-grade cluster.

QUESTION #3

Does the IoT platform include off-the-shelf
permission scheme?
Granular access control should be an integral component of a well-designed IoT platform. It
provides you with a robust and flexible way to create complex permissions schemes and to modify
them over time. By giving users, devices and apps access to just the necessary parts of the system,
you are ensuring the security of your IoT solution.
While the user roles dictate which operations a specific user is permitted to perform, access control
lists show exactly who can view and access different assets in the system.
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QUESTION #4

Can I connect multiple applications together and
create cross-application business logic?
An IoT platform you choose should give you the ability to connect it to existing operations. As a
result, you can do shared device provisioning and data management. This is important because
some of the actionable data can reside in IT systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning,
Building Management and Warehouse Management Systems.
Of course, besides custom integration work, IoT platform vendors need to provide you with an easy
way to add new integrations through the open APIs. At least, it would help if you had support for
export and import of any system or device data to numerous formats.

By integrating the IoT platform with existing legacy software, enterprise applications, connectivity
platforms, Cloud services, business reporting and analytic tools, you can create a master
application. Thereby, you are streamlining your work and getting the most value from your data.

QUESTION #5

Can I manage different customers on one instance
of the IoT platform with secure data segregation?
Go for an IoT platform that supports multi-tenant architecture because this allows you to:
• Manage all your customers on one instance with 100% data segregation
• Leverage built-in tools to administer individual customers
• Provide every one of them with custom-white labelling
By doing so, your customers will consume the service from the same technology platform without
having access to each others’ tenants. This reduces the risk of data leakage and brings extra value
to data security. At the same time, you can enjoy significant benefits, including easier scalability,
maximised performance, more efficient service and support, easier upgrades and improved
security.
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QUESTION #6

What if I need to change the business logic
or extend the functionalities of the IoT platform?
How extensible and customisable is the platform?
In the face of the plethora of IoT platforms on today’s ever-increasing market, finding the one that
offers production-ready components tailored to a wide range of industrial use cases is not an easy
ride. You don’t just select an IoT platform for the right here and now. By the time your IoT
deployment is finished, you will probably have to keep up with the innovations and seize new
opportunities to get ahead and stay ahead.
That’s why you need to aim your attention to the platform that is open to customisations. You can
extend its capabilities by adding new functionalities and augmenting it with add-ons and plugins
without configuring and modifying the core of the platform.
The modular architecture is what makes your IoT platform flexible and extensible. Its ability to
accomplish critical tasks depends on the libraries, modules, APIs and other programming resources
at its disposal. This allows you to choose among the set of functional modules, add, remove and
update them separately according to your business needs.
In such a way, you can exploit highly customised offering adapted to your needs and existing
ecosystem.
An extensible IoT platform will allow you to adapt to changing business needs while reducing the
engineering resources of future IoT deployments and incremental changes.
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QUESTION #7

Is the IoT platform industry-ready?
To leverage the full potential of your digitalisation, you need an IoT platform that ensures high
performance, efficiency and availability regardless of the industry.
How reliable and available is the platform?
You want your IoT platform to be stable, dependable and fault-tolerant from services’ perspective.
This is why it needs to be tested for availability under the most traffic-intensive work
environments, with fault tolerance, efficient failover and disaster recovery solutions.

Can I scale?
As your business grows, your IoT platform needs to scale with it. Pick a platform that is created
to provide scalability and optimal performance for your solution. This type of platform can acquire
and store the warehouse of data. Plus, it can manage billions of transactions in real-time without
compromising the integrity, security, reliability and functionality of the solution along the way.
What about security requirements?
Security should be embedded in every layer of the platform through:
•

Authentication and authorisation at both user and the device level

•

The encryption of data-in-transit and data-at-rest

•

TLS protocol to secure communication

•

Role-based user provisioning and access control lists

•

Wide array of configurable security auditing and logging

Will I be able to comply with GDPR requirements?
Your IoT platform needs to fulfil strict privacy standards that comply with GDPR requirements. In
other words, it should offer robust information security and end-to-end data protection preventing
unauthorised viewers from getting access to the data.
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QUESTION #8

Does the platform offer any support and material
to help me rapidly develop IoT applications?
Choosing an IoT platform designed to help you develop custom web and mobile apps is critical.
Why? Because you don’t want to waste your time redeveloping features and functionalities.

Which developer tools are available?
The fact is that you need a wide range of functionalities for interfacing with devices, other IoTrelated data sources and third-party apps. With those in mind, the best IoT platforms offer opensource connectivity libraries, web and mobile SDKs, as well as developer guides with samples.
This material will give you an enormous boost in developing custom applications and integrating
your entire ecosystem on the IoT platform of your choice.
Can I use device simulators?
Ready-made simulators help you understand a system’s behaviour without actually testing it in the
real world. Your IoT platform should enable you to effortlessly create, simulate and manage
thousands of virtual devices through scripts. You can get started quickly assessing IoT services
without an existing pool of devices. Useful insights in this phase save time and eliminate the risk
of mistakes in the production.
Through comprehensive developer materials and simulated devices, you can provide value during
pilot development and reduce the complexity of putting your IoT solution together.
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QUESTION #9

Does the platform include out-of-the-box web
and mobile apps? If yes, can I use white labelling
services?
If you are looking for a way to speed up time to market, you need to choose an IoT platform that
offers a suite of ready-made web and mobile apps.
Preferably, these tools should use modern browser concepts, including intuitive design and
streamlined workflows. These enable engineers to manage all of the platform functionalities
smoothly, not just through the APIs. Most importantly, you can safely prototype and figure out what
is going to work or not without spending time on building your custom GUI.

In addition, you should be able to use white-labelling services. These will provide your clients with
excellent products all under the name of your own brand (or theirs, it’s up to you).
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QUESTION #10

What is the licensing model?
One of the crucial things you need to pay close attention to is the licensing model. You want your
IoT solution to be cost-effective, so you could achieve positive ROI in the shortest possible time and
maintain project profitability.

Which parameters affect the price of the licence? Are there any recurring or hidden costs after
purchase?
When embarking on your digital transformation journey, you want to be able to estimate the cost
of your IoT solution. To achieve this, you need to pick an IoT platform that provides you with the
best cost control.
If you build your solution on top of an IoT Platform as a Service (PaaS), it would be challenging to
estimate daily or yearly expenses. Your costs would include payment per functionality, connected
devices, added users, sent messages, sent API requests and more.
On the other hand, with an IoT Platform as a Product (PaaP), you actually own a product that
serves as the core of your IoT solution. It allows you to calculate the total cost of ownership
easily and scale without worrying about hidden fees or complex calculations. The platform cost
depends only on the modules of your choice.
Can I build product-as-a-service offerings on top of the platform?
IoT has contributed massively to usage-based billing, mainly due to its easy access to data.
Businesses can use the data to track customers usage more easily and charge them accordingly.
With IoT PaaS, your expenses will increase as your solution scales. This raises the question: how
much will you charge your customers if you’re not sure how high your costs will be tomorrow or
in five years?
IoT PaaP enables you to build IoT products or services with usage-based pricing
recurring fees to your platform vendor.
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QUESTION #11

Can I try using the IoT platform for free?
A free trial is one of the essential ways for you to get an insight into what an IoT platform can do
for you. By getting some hands-on experience, you can figure out if it fulfils your requirements
before opting to buy a licence.
QUESTION #12

Does the IoT platform provider offer any additional
services?
There is one more factor that plays a major role when selecting an IoT platform. Besides, you need
to make sure you can maintain your solution, and not just implement it in the first place. To do so,
you need to find a partner who can support you by offering additional services.
WolkAbout helps you leverage the full potential of WolkAbout IoT Platform by offering:
Expert Consulting Services
No matter where you are on your digitisation journey, we have the technical expertise and industry
know-how to help you build your IoT vision. Our experts are there to give you step-by-step guidance
through consulting services, workshops and much more.
System Integration and Customisation Services
Develop and deploy IoT applications quickly with our Customisation team that will adapt them to
your needs. Moreover, our Embedded team will help you overcome all challenges regarding
hardware design, firmware development and connectivity.
Premium Support
Apart from basic access to support technicians, WolkAbout offers Premium support to meet your
growing needs. It includes unmatched around-the-clock assistance and high availability for businesscritical environments where an immediate response is required.
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Connecting the Dots with WolkAbout
To put in a nutshell - you need a vendor that provides all the industry-ready functionalities while
staying sensitive to your needs and willing to align their plans with your business goals. And, this is
what WolkAbout is all about!
From connecting a wide variety of devices to providing powerful insights, we can help you digitise
your business within 5 to 25 weeks.
WolkAbout IoT Platform
is the leading IoT application enablement platform and our key to
enabling innovation. It is a secure, extensible and technology-agnostic foundation of any intelligent
organisation. Built for industrial solutions, it includes a complete set of must-have capabilities (no
third-party dependencies). Plus, it glues all the components of the IoT ecosystem together and does
all the heavy lifting.
Our unique Platform as a Product
business model provides you with transparent pricing and
supports diverse business cases. You can even build product-as-a-service offerings without
recurring payments to a PaaS provider.
So let’s simplify your digital transformation journey
approach to your digital application development.

by adopting a fast, efficient and cost-effective

Find out why WolkAbout is the right partner to help you digitise your business by contacting us at
info@wolkabout.com.
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